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THE OFFICIAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS, ST. XAVIER COLLEGE
CINCINNATI, OHIO, WEDN~DAY, OCTOBER 23, 1929

VOL XV.
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Dean~s

Musketeers Overcome Stubborn Defense of Praying · Colonels

Letter

Niece of Earl of Balfour NAVY DAY FETE Robert L~ Otto Succeeds LINE STARS
Visits St. Xavier College TO BE STAGED 'GeorgeE. WinterasEditor ·
AT G. AME
·
Bolger and McDevitt
Speaks Enthusiastically of Ameri~an Trip
Policies And Staff of "News"
p ff d t St

By Rev. Daniel M. O'ConneU, S, J,

==========================~========r========='-"=========r=-=~~===-~-~===--================~~-~

Chief Justice Taft is beloved
by the country for his fairness, ·
his common sense and his genial
personality, so frequently ex''The causes of friction between the
pressed in his winning smile.
Beginning with the present edition
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY
By John A. Nolan
JACK DOWNING
Cincinnati is proud . of him as a
of ;the xaverlan News the editorship
United states and England are due to
Ignorance of each other's vlew-1'oint.
ls assumed by Robert L: Otto, owing to
native son.
Here' is an interAlter three quarters of scoreless foot•
the resignation of George E. Winte1". Has Large Enrollment. Students To ball the st. Xavier Musketeers broke
view with him in the· November Business. 1\lanager of l\IasqUe Society; As an Individual I have come to AmerOne-Act Plays to be Presented.
lea to get a first hand knowledge of
&•.
Winter's resignation was received at
Submit Treatises
through a stubbom defense to score
Cosmopolitan on extra-curricular
.
the
American
viewpoint,
to
get
below
two touchdowns and thereby Inflicted
activities.
The article will show
Jack Downing, '30, has been appoint- the surface, and to understand the ' Tlic Navy Day celebration which will the New office on October 10, but beI
why St. Xavier Colleges places ed by William J, Wisc, prc.sldent of the
Amerlca11 attitude."
be staged In connection with the MaBy Char cs Hogan
a 14 to 0 defeat on the "Praying
such stress on scholarship.
Mr. Masque fociety, to serve ns business
That Is what Miss B11lfoU1', niece of rlne game Saturday promises to be
Most prominent among the recent Colonels" of Centre College .. The DanTaft:
manager for the organization during a former Prime Minister of England, the biggest of Its kind ever held In
additions to the Liberal Arts currlcu- ville eleven, fresh from two lopsided
"The more I think about it, the the coming year. As soon as Downing and one of England's representative Cincinnati. The annual contest be!um is the honors course In the History victories over Kentucky Wesleyan and
more l am convinced that there selects his assistants, business detaus young women from a celebrated family tween t..he Devil Dogs and the Muskeof Philosophy ofiered by the Rev. Rem! Morris Harvey, put up a real fight
relative to "The Taming of the Shrew"
Bellepcrche s. J., head of the depart- and It was only by superhuman cfiorts
is something radically and fund- will be taken care of. He will also of politicians and writers, told a News teers ls the nearest approach that''thls
ment and Research Professor in psy- that the Blue and White was able to
amentally wrong with our whole Imndlc 'the business administration of reporter _)ast Tuesday while she, was city has to an Army-Navy fracas and
making
"
Visit
of
Inspection
to
St.
from
nil
Indications
the
football
concut another notch in the old family
college system today. The· em- the Little Theatre /which wm have Its Xavier College as guest of Miss Sylvia oisseurs
this section of the country
chology at St. Xavier. The course Is fowling piece.
111
phasis in college life is wrong. formal opening during Ho1necomlng
Intend to take advantage of the sitLalthwalte, College librarian.
the first step towards an expansion In
At the outset of the game it was
Scholarship has been pushed week. For this occasion the Masque
Miss Balfour, educated at Cambridge uatlon. Various hlgh-rnnking officials
the Philosophy course which is becom- evident that the Musketeers were not
aside and dwarfed by· a super- •oclety Intends to present a one-act
University
whei·e
her
distinguished
unof
the
Army
and
Navy
will
be
present
Ing
more
popular
each
year.
An
averIn
r01· a push over. Anderson, the Danimportance that has been given to play. It will b·e staged and directed
age of "A" in philosophy and reglstra- ville center, opened the scoreless lirst
athletics.
by members of the society thus carry- cle, the Earl of Balfour, and a Jong to review the reglmo.ntal parade of
line of ancest01·s received their degrees, the Tenth Infantry of Ft. Thomas.
tlon In the Junior class comprise the lialf by kicking over the goal Une .
. ;,:My deep concern is the dan- ing out the original Intention of af- and a newspapcl' writer herself, spoke The Tenth Infantry band will accomI I
t
th t
t
minimum clcglbillty requirements for Sovern inc Lhrus s from
e wen Y
gei' that in' the student's mind a fording the students an opportunity to in a gracious and unassuming mahner
about
her
1myresslons
of
America.
~~~yw~1~"v1!o~:~~s
t~~
~~~::::~:r
~!:
this
course.
The
Rev.
Daniel
M.
yard
lino
were
smeared
by
the
hea~y
college education no longer means become Inmlllar with the teclmlcal
side of the stage. The committee In
"In my sho1·t stay In Amerlcn, I have makers In a contest of their own IlkROB~RT L. OTTO
O'Connell, s. J., Dean of the college, forwardtwdall oft theidCololdnelsTalnd::o scholarship.
In his conception charge of reading and submitting one- gained a tremendous sense of the
has announced that the competition [01' ger pun ·e pas m -fie ·
ie usit means success and attainment net plays to the society ls composed Amerlcan rush and Industry, At the ~~;· N~~~~~~l vi':;;~ 1 ~~',;' c~~ ~oord~~~s ~~
the Senior and Junior philosophy kcteer line was ns yielding asf tl~e
in other things, mainly athletics of John Anton, chairman; John Cook, bottom of the 1·ush ls not especially caslon mid will address those who atmedals ls restricted to those students much-ridden Scotdat the ortphan ea~'
and the social side of student life. Louis Boeh and Louis Feldhaus. An the desire to make money, but rather
reading for honors in Latin or Plillos- so Centre returnc the pun . A pun ophy.
Ing clue! ensued between Bolger and
"Scholarship has seemed defi- early cdit101i of the News wlll carry a necessfty to keep up, to stay In the tend the dance to be given In the
Development of the critical faculties May with the latter having a slight
nitely to assume a secondary n more detailed account of the plans swim. I have met people, particularly evening at the Hotel· Gibson. The enand orientation In graduate methods advantage. Neither team could adplace.
In most of our colleges for the Homecoming Week presentn- In the East, who seemed tired of the tire affulr Is under the auspices of the
pace, who would Uke to Jet up-but Robert E. Bentley Post. Ame1·ican Leof research arc Incidental benefits de- vance the ball to a scoring position
and universities the winning of an tlon.
that ls impossible. The present stand- glon. Milt D. Campbell, chairman of
rived from the class. The narrative of and play hovered around mid-field for
athletic letter is regarded as more
ard will 1iot permit It.
the General Navy \ Day Committee
human thought, from the time of the the rest of the period. The second
important than the winning of a ALUMNUS DIES IN ST. LOUIS
"This rush Is the result of Amei·lca's states that a large delegation of MaEarly Greek Schools up to an .lnciud- quarter was a repetition of the first.
Phi Beta Kappa key.
Ing the Neo-Scholastlclsm of our day, Both teams fought hard to score but
effm·t to do In a short time that for rlnes will accompany: their team.
"After all, what is the true Rev. Jas. 1. Doyle Born In Clnclnnali which European nations have striven
will be studied. Special attention will fine defensive work nipped any atpurpose of education?
l take
many centuries. I think that this rush
be directed toward the coordination of tempt at crossing either goal line. cenit that it is the preparation of the.
Rev. James I. Doyle of the class of wlll clear up automatically in time."
I he several branches of Scholastic tre obtained a chance to put one qver
student for the duties of life, of '91 was stricken with apoplexy last Miss Balfour spoke freely and with
Philosophy. Short papers are assign- late In this period when, after punting
ed at frequent Intervals Jlnd exhaustive to xavle1"s goal line, Daltln recovered .
citil'!enship.
This seems to be Friday while delivering a sermon In the surety of a keen observer.
ll1 England, Miss Balfour Is officlnlly
;
treatises each term. Some of the sub- Bolger's fumble on the three-yard
forgotten in the modern college. St. Fmncls Xavier Church before the
"Everyone sincerely interested student body of st. Louis University. a farmer. She undertook the manageArrangements have been made with
jects as:l~~e~/a~~ho:~r h P~P1~~m~~:',; stripe. Wit~ four downs In which
Father Doyle was dh·ector of the Eng- ment of the vast ancestml acreage In the Big Four Railroad to provide trnnsGEORGE E WINTER
The Na u
P ~n Ph sics. make the alstance the Kentuckians
in educational problems and the llsh department at the university Sufiolk, East England 'a few years ago. portatlon for St. Xffvler. rooters.. to
•·
and Its Relation to Mo~et
Y
' prospects for a touchdown looked ex• .
'
Cleveland where ·~)'-Musketeers ';meet · ,
future of our country feels deep- since 1924. He was born In Cincinnati
..
The Dialogues of Plato, The Ionian
ti
ll
d b t
,
I
xa-.......
., ..
The
home
t~ere was built fifty years ·w t .,R. ··tVif,,'.'ffri'"""''"~Oi"!!t!flu';<:,;cBW!e.;o!,,routlne,_.matters .. .he .. dicLnot -s "h·0 0 !"- d-The·Concept-of Mind-In _c~p qll"-Y.... ROO .. u __ n_scrapp nil'
• nl,icrsror n- a t· relinquish the actual management' of Ac! t t• • and Pl to
vier line had other views. Four times
11,.,. ..,,.. , ly_:,.t_his __ ovl!lr~mphasis,o of... athletics .. ofr-March · 28, 1873 and, after -graduat•' before· Columbus-·disccivered· :America~- 'd es Nern· ebse
and other outside,. noneducation- Ing from St. Xavier College, entered
r s o 1e an
a ·
c t b I hurl d I In self at the
ay, ovem er 2 1n the only road game
As corn-farming has been cxperl- of the season. The train will leave I the paper until last week. In his resEnthusiasm for the seminar method a en re ac <
e 1 i
al activities, and all are agreed the Jesuit novltlable at Flo1·lssant, Mo . enclng
adverse conditions, Miss Bal- the Central Union station ·at 11 . 45 P lgnatlon Winter stated that the press has already made Itself manifest line and four times a mauling, fighting
that' this condition constitutes a Dm•ing hls scholastlcate he taught at four decided to tmvcl at this time In M. Friday, November
and puil out of scholastic work and other und~rtak- among the students enrolled In the group of green ~lad warriors forced
menace to our whole American St. Xavier High School and after his order to gain material for writing. from Cleveland at the1 same hour lngs made It Impossible for him to course whose adoption Is In true ac- him back. Xavlei was given the ball
educational system.
ordination "in 1900 was a member of The name of Balfour ls attached to Satm·day night. The round-trip fare give his undivided attention to the cordance with the establlshcci policy of and Bolger punted sixty-five yards to
"These are not vague theories the summer school faculty~ In his many books of high rnpute In the wlll be $9 .95 . I A section In the stadium Ne~s. On leaving office he thanked expansion at st. Xavier.
put an end to the scoring chances of
or hearsay.
J have personal active cnrecr he conducted classes at British Isles.
has been reserved by the university for the stafI associated with him for their
the visitors. centre dlrl not make one
knowledge of what -the real con- Marquette U.; st. Stanislaus Novitiate;
From February to June of this year, the st. Xavier rooters and tickets will services and wished his successor the
The November issue of the Athen- firsl down from scrimmage during the
St. Mary College, St. Ma1·y, Kansas she was located In Philadelphia as fen- be available on the train. Necessary best of luck.
ncum was received last week. This first half while the Musketeers chalked
dition is.
and St. John College, Toledo,. O. ture w1·lter for the Philadelphia Eve- details a.re being taken care of by Jack
Robert L. Otto, a member of tho edition contains a poem by John Bun- up eight.
"For one thing, athletics have Relatives living In Clnclnnatl Include nlng Bulletin. In discussing' the Amer- Downing who can be reached at the present senior clru;s, wlll hold the edl- ker, '05, entitled "Death", and another
The third quarter found the home
assumed a tremendous business Miss Ma1·y Doyle, switch-board op- lean newspaper, Miss Balfour remark- . Liberal Arts College or by calllng Jeff- tor's chair of the News until the by George Sterman, '29, entitled "The team playing Its customary brand 01'
importance.
Most of our great erator at St. Xavier, Peter A. Doyle, ed on the noticeable lack of lnterna-. erson 5448J.
change of staff ls made. He has an- Other. Wise Man." This selection wns real football. Only the benutlful puntuniversities and colleges today John B. Doyle and the Misses Elizabeth tlonal news In comparison with Engnounced that the policies of the paper originally published In "The Sign," a Ing of May kept the boys from scoring.
have professional athletic business and Catherine E>oyle. The customary llsh Journals. "I believe this due to
NOTES ON SATURDAY'S
wUl,. ln general remain the same and monthly publication of the Passlonlst It was "Dutch" Bolger who finally
managers,
trained
publicity Masses wm be offered In the chapel the American speed of living," she said.
'
GAME
that no change would be Immediately Fathers. Raymond J. Pellman, Al. G. paved the way for the first touchdown.
"The. average American has all he can
made In the personnel. Otto has been
h H c k
Anthony T 'fOl""rds the end of tl1e period the
agents, high-priced coaches and, for the i·epose of his soul.'
do to keep informed 011 home affalrs,
actively associated with student ac- Gelsei•, Jo n · 00 ·an
·
""
I am told, million-dollar football
and the newspaper must serve the pubFrank "Slick" McDevltt added eight tivltles and has contributed articles to Deddens contributed articles on varl- hard-hitting soph fullback tore olI
Lawrence C. Woerner, '29, Edward To Ile
what
It
demands."
points
to
his
season'•
total
against
the
News
for
some
time.
ous
phases
of
contemporary
d1·ama.
tackle,
reversed his field and galloped
seasons.
111
Centre College Colonels· and ls now one
fifty-five yards to Centre's five-yard
"There is a definite profession- O'Hara, '29, Charles Connolly, '29, and
Since
June,
:Mlf;s
Balfom·
lhns
travel~
or
the
leadlug
scorers
of
the
mid-west.
line
where
he was run out of bounds.
Edward
T.
Burns,
'28,
are
enrolled
In
al side to all this that is not in
the College of Law.
· ·
ed to the West coast and back. "I McDevltt has made 35 polnts ln the
The Colonels line held for three downs
keeping with educational ideals
but 011 the fourth a lateral pass, Kelley
have met with unfalllng kindness ev- four St. Xavier games played to date.
and purposes.
The stadium
erywhere," she said In reviewing the Although chosen on the all-Ohio last
0
_to McDevltt, was good for a touch•
overshadows the classroommany places where she stayed on her year, he ls expected to make a higher
down. "Slick" also booted the exir.
athletics have a dollar sign in
transcontinental trip.
place in the grid-world this season.
point.
1
1•·0
In Cincinnati, Miss Balfom· has been
statistics on the point makers of
front of them.
the guest of .Mr. and Mrs. Paul B1·lol. Coach Joe Meyer's team are:
Though this marker was enough to
FIRST QUARTER
"College alumni are by no
"Cincinnati has wonderful posslbllltles,
T. D. E. p, Total
cventunlly win the game the Meyermeans free from . their share of
By Thompson Wlllett
Longworth, Mr. John Kilgore, Mr. Jul- men were not satisfied with so slight
especlally in a scenic way because of Frank McDevltt ............ 5
Nov. 1-Frlday, All 'Sa.lnt.s' day.
35
5
the blame that is attached to this
Nov. 2-Saturday, President's day.
its many levels," she commented.
Cy Bolger ...................... 3
o 18
The University of Cincinnati, one of lus Dexter; by a request from the Rev. an advantage and soon added another
condition.
The Old Grad wants
Nov. 4-Monday, Debattnr Team
Although Informed that America's Frank O'Bryan ............ 2
o
12
the greatest municipal universities In Samuel S. Browne, and by the endow- seven points to the. score. A series of
a winning football team, and his
o
6
America, was made possible by an act ment of Charles McMlcken, a native line plays and a perfect catch of a
western scenery surpassed that of the Kenny Schaefer ............ 1
prellmtnarles.
Nov. 15-Frlday, Masque Society ·east, Miss Balfour disagrees.
"They Point on off-sides penalty 1
1
which passed the General Assembly of of Pennsylvania, .who devoted his for- fine pass from Beckwith to O'Bryan
overemphasis of the importance
cannot be compared; they nrn both
Ohio on April 16, 1870. This piece of tune of more than $l,OOO,OOO to bring- placed the ball on the three-yard
performance.
of athletics makes a willing diswonderful,"
was
her
opinion.
With
a
11
6
'72
legislation
was entitled "An act to en- Ing the means or acquiring a liberal marker from where Schaefer took it
22-Frlday,
Wlttenberr
Debate.
Nov.
ciple of the undergraduate.
wistful expression she recalled the fact
Opponents of st. Xavier have scored able cities of the first class to aid and education to the young men and women over at one try. McDevltt again klck"Let me state again that this Nov. 27-Wednesday, Requiem Mass
that parts of Pennsylvania and west- 31 points. Centre ls the only o'ne of promote education". In January, 1871, of his adopted city.
ed goal. Centre was unable to even
for deceased professors
is the . real seriousness of the sitern Kentucky reminded her of her own the four teams the Musketeers have a. board of directors was elected and
Since the time of its foundation the threaten thereafter and the gnme endand alumni.
uation; the cheers and drama and
England.
played this year who has not 'solved three departments were organized-the university has gradually Increased the ed with the score 14 to o.
Nov. 28-Thursday, Thanksgiving.
color of athletics have so outSpeaking of the beautiful campus the st. Xavier defense for at least department of literature .and science, number of Its schools, and at the presAlthough minus the services or Hal
Nov, 29-Frlda.y, Patron's day (transweighed scholarship as to create
layout of St. Xavier, Miss Balfour not- one touchdown.
the school of design, and the . .observ- ent time one may pursue there almost Stotsberry and Bernie Wilhelm the
ferred from Dec. 3).
ed that there is the "Amerlcan col___
atory. Its friends determined ~hat It nny cou1·se that he desires. All of the line put up a wonderful exhibition of
in the mind of the average under- . Dec. 9-Monday, Soda.llty recepJeglate Gothic" Influence In all our colCentre College, reputed to have one shouli;l be a school of the highest cul- colleges maintain a high standing, and pl~y which was easily the feature of
graduate a misconception of the
tion.
·
~
the large number of the outstanding the game and certainly the deciding
purpose of education.
, Dec. 16-1\londay, Quarter examtna• lege architecture. "Amerl~a has taken or the very top-notch teams of·. the ture.
the
best
European
Gothic
llM~,
stripSouth
this season gave an unusual exThe university was greatly aided by graduates that the University has pro- factor of the contest. Each man play·
tlons.
"In this connection we should
ped
them
of
ornamentation
and
aphibltion,
living
up
to
the
advance
no-1
lmportnnt
donations
from
the
Clnclnduced
ls a ·proof of the excellence of ed a very creditable game and the
1·ememher that it is not the suc- Dec. IS-Wednesday, Ch r Is t mas
piled them with a distinctly American tlces of Its powerful offense and strong natl Astronomical Society, Mr. Joseph the training that it gives.
much-heralded Centre attack was
Chapel Assembly,
cessful athlete who is most suctouch.'' Although not a student of defense. 'fhe Colonels, while possibly l ================~=============== 1 d 111 th b d
Dec. 21-Sa.turda.y, Christmas recess architecture
she expressed an admlran ppe
c u ·
cessful in after~life, tradition to
not quite as strong as In the days oft
CLEF CLUB CONCERT
The backfield men 5cemed able to
bedllll.
the contrary, the better student
tlon for the "sky-scraper' 't1·end In Charley Moran's greatest achievements
.
I '
hit their stride In the first halt but
American building.
gave every Indication of being on the
becomes the better and more sucSECOND QUARTER
on her return to England, Miss Bal- road to fame again.
Members Travel To l\ladlson, Ind., It was a different story In the last
cessful citil'!en.
·
four Intends to continue writing for
The Colonels on two successive SatSanday; Appear Before K. of C.
period. Bolger and McDevltt did yeoJan.
2-Thursday,
Classes
resume,
·
''There must come a reaction
8:30 a. m.
publlcatlon. She hopes to convey back urdays before meeting the Musketeers
The need of an added number of
Pn;anl· sger~~ce wit~ Ftoledy and ScKhaellfer
against this state of affairs that
with her the American view-point had trounced Kentucky Wesleyan and
The Clef Club will motor to Madison,
ay n
e usua s ea Y game, e ey
JRIL IO-Friday, Oratorical prelimwill bring about a readjustment
which so many other writers, by a Morris Harvey by 39 to o' and 60 to O ushers at football games ls becoming Indiana next Sunday morning to pre- and Beckwith, promising sophomores,
inaries.
surface
knowledge
of
American
life
of values iri the student's mind.
acscores
respectively.
more
apparent
each
Saturday.
Therl'
sent
a
concert
there
under
the
auslooked
exceptionally
good at . their poFeb. I-Saturday, Semester ply•
qulred In our eastern cities, have not.
St. Xavier lost a hard-fought game Is every Indication that larger crowds plces of the Madison Knights of Co- sltlons and performed like veterans.
The average
undergraduate's
menta due.
Farming, which Is comparatively to Centre In 1920, the year the Colonels wlll attend the rest of the games on
ill I 1 d
c
Tlte line-up:
view of the true purpose of edFeb. 3-1\londay, Oratorical semi·
common among women of high social attained national prominence by trav- the schedule. The Quantico Marines Iumbus. The program w nc u e pra s;, Xavier
Posl'lon
Cen're
ucation must be revised; scholfinals.
rank
In
England,
wm
again
occupy
a
ellng
to
Cambridge
to
defeat
Harvard's
have
never
failed
to
fill
the
stands
and
!~~~~
;~~1~:
r!~~ta~o;:~:~i~~nt~:e:i~~
O'B•
(C )
arship must again take its place Feb. 12-Wednesday, Oratorical apportion of Miss Baltour's time.
powerful team. The Colonels and the the popularity of Dayton, Oglethorpe last sp1·ing. The string trio, which RI i"yan . .. .. L. E. .............. Waddle
proval&
as the true goal of college life.
Musketeers resumed their relations In and Haskell, not to mention tthe found such favor with Cincinnati au- Me ~~e
L. T. ................ Dakin
"Athletics must be given in Feb. 16-Sunda.y, Oratorical contest.
1928. The Musketeers defeated Centre Homepomlng celebration In ·connec Ion. dlences In past seasons wm be feature.d
a~. e.v cz ........ . G, ................ Moore
Feb, 18-Tuellday,
Intra - quarter
FOOTBALL PROGRAM
to 7 In 1928•
with the Denison game wlli require an at the concert. Solos wlll be sung Harmon .............. c. .. .............. Anderson
college life something of the .rel19
test.s.
adequate force to handle the spectaTaylor
R. G ............. (C.J Penn
ative value that they hold in the
Feb. 22-Sa.turda.y, l\'ashlngton's !\lade Attr!'ctivc For Marine Game;
The Musketeers outplayed the Col- tors. In the past there has always by Mr. Richard Fluke, director of the. Knlery .............. R. T. .............. .o\rnlcar
life of the average citizen.
.
Birthday.
been a last minute ·rush of reserved club, and Thomas Insco, tenor. After sn1yth .............. R. E. ................. RulHni
Special Features,
onel~ by a wide margin In the first halt
t"J am not an extremist.
Illar. l~Thursclay, Loyola. Unlverof tlle game as stl\tlstlcs show that St. sea.t holders and the squad of ushers this appearance the singers will Im· Daugherty ........ Q. B. ............ Grnbuck
slty debate.
serving now cannot completely man- mediately begin to rehearse for a pub- 'McDevltt ........ L. H. ............ Tennlkat
like and enjoy athletics and am
The United States Marine Corps Xavier made six first downs from age an· Increased attendance. This ls lie concert to be given some time In Foley ................ R. H ....................... May
Mar, 14-Frlday, St, Via.tor debate.
much interested in the success of
scrimmage · to none for Centre. St.
of
the
St.
Xavier
College
edition
Bolger ............... F. B. ............ Nemecek
"Yale . in the competitions between Mar. 28-Frlday, University or Cln· Athletic Review ·will contain a special Xavier gained a total of 114 yards an opportunity to demonstrate that the early winter.
oft·vaimted spirit or cooperation which
clnnatl debate.
universities, but it can be overfeaturn by Chal'ies O'Connor of the from scrimmage during the first half exists among the students. Klllan
Catholic
High
Schools
Send
lllany
2-Wednesday,
Latin
tnterApr.
done and it has been."
Creighton To Tralii Doctors For
Cincinnati Times-Star spo1'ts staff. while the Colon'els gained 29 ya.rds. It Kirschner, the head usher, and the
to Our Colleges
colleglate.
I
Adrian A. Daugherty, Edw. P. Vonder- was evident that St. Xavier was fight- class presidents will accept the names
Mission Field
Apr. 4-Frlday, Verkamp prellming
Its
ha.rdest,ln
an
effort
to
1';eep
Its
There will be a meeting of the HeiHaar and E. Wirt Russell, managing slate untarnished. '
or those who wiSh to go on duty In the
A survey covering the school year
lnarles.
delberg Club Thursday evening at 7 :oo
editor of the review, wm also contribeginning In September, 1927, Just comSt\'dlum.
Two scholarships, ·to train doctors for
Apr. 7-10-Annual retreat.
o'clock in the Union House. 1Dr. Paul
bute articles and an added plcto1·inl
pleted by.. the N. c. w. C. bureau of service In the· foreign mission field,
Practically the entire center section
Apr. 11-Frlday, Quarter eumtna. Menge will deliver an Interesting lecappear
In
this
week's
section
wlll
education,
shows
that
57.2
per
cent
of
have
been donated to the catholic
or the East stadium was filled with
Creighton university debate squad
tlona.
ture on "The Catacombs," accompany- Apr. 15-Tuesday, Enrllsb lntereol· edition. The popularity of the maga- Colonel fans. The odds before · the wlll meet Oxford university debating the freshmen students In 116 Catholic medical mission .board by Rev. William
ing his discourse with colored slides
zine ls Increasing each week and extra game were 6 to'5 on st. Xavier. The team of England In debate In.Omaha. colleges for men and women were J. Agnew, s. J., president of Creighton
leglate clooes.
or the underground architecture of the
Apr. n...;..Thunday, Easter rece1& copies will be ·printed In -anticipation Danville folk had heard of the ;irow- on November 22 or 23. The debate will graduates of Catholic ~lgh schools, university, Oma.ha, Rev. T. T. Aherne,
early Christians. A short business disof the large attendance at the Marine ess of the Musketeers and were a bit probably be held at Technical high while 42.8 per cent were graduates of s. J., regent o'r the university, has InllerlnL
game.
_.....,. ·
cussion will precede the entertainment.
1auditorium.
public secondary schools.
formed the board.
cautious.
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Welcome Marine-Once more St. Xavier welcomes the United States Marines
to Corcoran Field.
While desiring to demonstrate that hospitality
for which they are famous, the Musketeers cannot let their visitors
~)aim to bed and board stand in·the way once the stadium encloses
the two teams.
Each team know the other too well not to have
any respect for the playing ability of its opponent.
St. Xavier's
record is still untarnished and it will take genuine striving. on the
part of Uncle Si.m's sea-soldiers to put the first blot on this year's
escutcheon.
The hard, clean 'game always played by the two
squads in the past is sure to be repeated this Saturday and we are
certain that it is not one whit boastful to predict that the contest
will turn out to be one of the most interesting in the Middle West.
St. Xavier students have been cautioned not to wager with any
member of the Marine Corps, not through any mistaken notion of
fear but out of consideration for those Marines who cannot afford to
lose their justly-earned. pay.
It is up to the scrapping Musketeers
to justify this confidence in their ability.

Shakespeare-In Modern DressIn the near future the Masque Society is ·to present the "Taming
of the Shrew'', -in modern dress.
Presenting Shakespeare in this
manner occurred for the first time less than a decade ago. Since
that time there have been comparatively few ~ttempts to repeat it,
and only so, when the cast contained experienced repertoire artists,
But the St. Xavier Masque Society, following its policy of pro·
gressiveness, has decided upon such a course.
Having few pre•
cedents to work upon, it must rely solely upon its own initiative and
inventive genius.
Their task can b'.:, lightened to an inestimable
degree by the whole-hearted support and cooperation of the student body.
There are many ways of aiding the Masque Society.
A pro·
duction, such as the Taming of the Shrew, will require a corps of
men to accomplish the necessary preliminary work.
If help is
asked for RESPOND QUICKLY - and WILLINGLY.
You can
spread news of ·this production city wide through the medium of your
friends and associates.
·

Once the law was the most honored and the most useful ;,f
all professions in this country.
Today, however, it appears to bc:falling into disrepute, due largely to the backwardness, selfishness
and conservatism of lawyers as a group.
The profession of the
law stands greatly in need of a reformation.
But it is stupid to
suppose that this reform will be instigated by any but the lawyers
themselves.
The jury system of our American courts is a real hotbed of
evils; it has become a nuisance.
Jurors are, on the .average, taken
from the more illiterate element of our population.
Lawyers
almost supp~r;t crime, since it supports them.
Even judges are
l).Ot abo:ve suspicion. . Several of them have been accused of ac·
. c;epting br,ibes, and. some of theni convicted of doing so.
Now,
crime flourishes when courts are weak, and in proportion as it is
left unchecked at present, it will be all · the harder to eradicate
when the inevitable reform does take place in our system of law.
Glaring examples proclaim the utter inability of our system of
law to cope with crime and evil.
There is no •need to cite the
fruitless effort of the United States Government. to punish the culprits in the infamous oil scandals of recent ·years.
The subservience of the courts to the coal and iron barons of Pennsylvania,
shows the impossibility of poor men. fighting against the tyranny of
certain types of business magnates.
In North Carolina, there
-have also been inlflances of the law serving the wealthy interests:
Daily the papers are replete with accounts of the shortcomings of
American justice,
It is the duty of the lawyers to. correct this
state of affairs.
·

EdµcationAmong the ancients the idea of educating the individual for
the state was the most prevalent.
His freedom, moral and intel·
lectual' development were considered only in as much as they ben•
efited the state.
Sparta is the outstanding ancient example. At
birth the child WM examined by a council of elders and if he was
found physically fit he was enrolled as a future 'citizen; if unfit, he
was exposed to die on the mountains.
From the age of 8 to 30
he was in charge of the state and was formed into a spoke in the
Spartan military wheel.
Other exponents of this theory in one
forrri or another were Czaristic Russia and. Germany under the
Hohenzollerns.
The newer theory consists in educating the individual for him·
self, in making the state subservient to him.
Which of these two
views is correcn
Carried· out to their extremes probably neither.
_Athens perished through making too much of the individual, Sparta
through making too much of the slate.
As the individual is a
social being, as he must be of some service to the state, as initiative
and. almost all progress depend on the individual the best system
of education must be one which partakes 'of both. forms.
That
education is therefore best which gives one the greatest individual
development consistent with social welfare.

Send Ua Your Theme--

some respects, pointed the way to a development· of the "weekly"
th~me eye.
"Topics Of Interest Seen Through The Eyes Of St.
Xavier College Students" is the heading of a special department that
NEWS readers have seen in t)\e last two issues.
Live topics garnered from many sources have appeared there under the signatures of rnembers of the student-body."
·
'It is the· intention of th~ NEWS to continue this department
indefinitely; using stories that are commensurate with a fixed standard of excellence.
The constant pie.;_ for non-staff contributiona
has its explanation in thi.s new department.
It is admitted that an opportunity for expression in print
should be offered every student.
A fixed value to one in after life
has been placed on his ability to get his name in print, excluding
notoriety, of course.
To include all who have writing ability on
the staff 'of a college paper would make an unwieldy·· duplicate of
the registration file.
This new department gives the, activity, or the
non-activity man, an opportunity for participation in the publication
of the Xaverian News without a~ the same time demanding that he
assume a position of constant responsibility.
In calling attention to this new department we are not attempting to emphasize any altruistic motives that might appear on the
face of .it.
We merely wish to call the attention of the studentbody to this new opportunity.
Finally, we wish to clear up several points.
This department
is· open to ALL as a medium of expression on topics that are inter·
esting and constructive.
However, it is closed to communications
of the "mail-box" and "open forum" type.
Stories are expected
to (ollow a more or l,ess journalistic style since that is the practice
of the best newspapers.
The columns of the NEWS are open to students in the Journalism course and a close co-operation is being built up between the two.
Dayton University which comes to
Corcoran Field on November 9 ls
working up a large migration to greet
the Musketeers. This clash ls expected to set a new mark in football attendance at the Avondale field for al.
umnl of both schools are working up
the game with great enthusiasm. The
Hamilton County University of Dayton
Club has made arrangements for a
By
general alumnal reunion here over the
week-end. St. Xavier and Dayton al·
ADRIAN A. DAUGHERTY
umnl wlll Join in the sponsorship of a
Musketeer-Flier dance at a downtown
"Blow some; my. whey!". said little hotel. Tickets for the Dayton-st. XavMiss Muffct upon being approached by ier game have had a good advance
sale.
the spider.
·

THE NEWS' PROGRAM

Law-

NEWS

There Is at Saint Xavier one man
who Is deserving of more recognition
than that which he hlthe1'to has ·received. Not so much for his brute self,
but for his .attributes, which are many
and varied. If not for his perspicacity,
then for his alertness.
I refer to none other than the mus·
trlous and right honorary Lawrence
Englebert Egger, of Columbus.
The other day In class It was discovered tha.t not every member num·
bered on the roster was present. There·
fore, deduced we, some one was obviously ABSENT. After furthe1· deduc·
tlons were made It was determined
that the missing member bore the
name of Eugene Symth.
"Where Is Smyth?" asked the pro·
fessor:
Egger, who catches on quick: "He
must have fallen ·asleep somewhere
else."

Travel
Talk
By Kilian A. Kirschner, '30
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An anonymous writer once spoke of endeavoring to cultivate
the "daily theme eye" while yet an undergraduate in the English
cou~se at Har,vard University.
This peculiar optic enabled one to Fraternity Pins, Club Emblems
Football Charm1
gain· an impression, at least once a day, of "incidents that were
Medals, Cups, Trophies
sharply dramatic or poignant, moods that were clear ;.nd definite, ,
pictures that created a single. clear impression," and thus could· be
set down in writing. . By training this "daily theme eye" one found
Sixth . & Vine Street
, in his surroundings "a heightened picturesqueness, a constant won.Greenwood Bldg.
der, an added significance."
He "added light and shadow to ~he
CINCINNATI, OHIO
monochrome of life."
·
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An innov~tion in the content of the NEWS this year has, in
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"DIRTY WORK, HOLMES!
• • • that's what I call it! Some arch fiend
put water in the gas • . . an attempted air
robbery. Muat be gold in that ship!"
"Within an inch of being gold, Watson
• it's a rush planeload of Challengers.
to atop a run on Browning King's style
bank in this city."
"How do you know,

Holmes?"

"This • bit of fabric . • • ·unmistakably of
the Challenger series of suits and topcoats!
So superbly loomed,. such rich
color • • • the very finest of two continents.
A case of perfection vs. needless
expense. Shows exactly what a centuryfull of experience will do!"
"Quite suddenly, Holmes, I shall be off
to Browning King's for a suit of that
magnificent material!
It's irresistible!"

~
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CINCINNATI ATHLETIC
GOODS CO., Inc.
641 MAIN ST. CANAL 9Z67
C. L. Lavery
Boyd Chambers
Ethan Allen
Lee Hallerman
C. w. Franklin, 'Jr,
Dick Bray
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Plaees Of Interest In Paris

Eight hundred years old, dignified
and rich In historical memories, Notre
Dame proudly stands on the Ile de la
Cite. This cathedral, which words fall
to describe, Is a monument of Gothic
architectural beauty. It Is Interesting
to note, that within this church Marie
Antoinette gave thanks for the birth
Every day we hear more and more of a son. Saint Louis was burled
there.
Napoleon the First was mar·
about the wonderful progress that has rled there
to Joseph de Beanharnals.
been made in the past two decades. It The
claims a nail of the True
ls told how our sneer leaders have Cross,treasury
the
·Crown
of. Thorns, Thomas'
blgge1· and better antics with which tO a' Becket's Cross' and
coramuse the crowds, how the teams have onation mantle. There NnPoleon's
are the famous
better and more systematic co-opera·
tlon, how the-well, how everything rose windows to see and the five cenhas Improved with the exception of the turies old Virgin, and last named, the
officials. That Is an Injustice, for they interior of the church Itself Which has
have shown Just as l'emarkable and grown up with the ages and has become hallowed with prayers and melradical mutation.
Fifty years ago the referee and lowed by time.
timekeeper-the only two officials
Arc De Trlomphe
whom I remember as being of that
The Arc de Trlomphe, which was
period-both wore bowler hat.s, or der· built by Napoleon I In memory of his
bles, when officiating In the game. Now victories Is first visited as being the
they don't wear any hat at all. That silent guardian of the grave of the
one feature represents the most rev, Unknown Soldier. A little lamp of
olutlonary gesture made in the history remembrance and gratitude burns all
of football.
·
the time, while flowers are placed there
· After being for so many years a and visitors, the· most distinguished,
slave to convention the referee finally and the most humble, pay tribute to
had a sufficiency of courage to brave the great sacrifice made In the World
the jeers of the spectators and appear War by the private soldier, "the pollu."
'unhatted, declaiming all the while that
La Chapelle Des Jnvalldes
health must be served, that no longer
In the famous "Chapelle des Invawould the unsanitary and cumbersome
hat weigh heavily upon the, brow that lides lie the remains of the Great Nabeat the final whistle. He had only poleon, the "Petit Co1·poral" who beone ally to support him In his new came Emperor of the French, the terconception of what was formal re- ror of whole Europe, and who Is stlll
feree's integument, and that one was the idol of every soldier. About his
of ·mighty potency: Bernaar Mac· marbie tomb are the souvenirs of his
many glorious victories.
Some are
fadden.
·
However, we should be more especial- carved In stone or written. In mosaic,
ly Interested In the humane phase of while others hang In the form of worn
the changes In officials' equipment. and tattered !lags. Through purple
Fifty years age each official carried a glass windows the rays of the sunl!ght
nice big stick when at his work. But stream In, casting a splendor all about
that ls no longer necessary.' The him. Like the man himself, the pince
Is most Impressive, gloomy and grand.
timekeeper simply carries a gun.
There are two chapels In the crypt,
one to the· right holding the sarcoSome few Individuals have expressed phagus of Joseph Bonaparte, King of
their surprise and admiration at and Spain and one to the left with that
of Cln the order named) my Jack of of Jerome Bonaparte, King of West·
suffering from 'obesity. To their bet· phalla.
·
ter understanding may the statement
The Pantheon
be dedicated that· I was disfigured in
Originally, the Pantheon was a
Analytical Theory, of Accounting!
·
church built to the sacred memory of
Saint
Genevieve. : In the year 1791 It
In the event that any of you arc
sponsoring some sort of dance or the was secularized· and became the last
like, It will be quite all right for you
to address your invitations to me, care
this paper. They will be considered
In the order received. And please
mention the mode of transportation
furnished with the bid. Not to do so
Architecb
would · be looked upon as a serious
oversight and might be constl'Ued as
CINCINNA'IJ, OHIO •
lmllcatlve of Ignorance relative to the
fact that my time Is_ valuable.
--i.-..-~-·-~
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resting place of great Frenchmen
whom the country wished to honor
after death. Murat Votalre, Rousse.au, . Zola and Jaures now lie with many
other celebrated· 11_1en of the Republic,
In the tombs of this stately but cold
stone . building. The frescoes on the
walls are most beautiful, especially
thcise by the great .nineteenth century
artist and decorator, Puvls de Chavannes.
The Eiffel Tower
The Eiffel Tower Is described In Paris as the crowning labour of Its con·
structor, Mons. Eiffel. It Is the outstanding monument In Paris and can
be easily seen for many miles around
the city. It Is the most visited place
of whole Paris. The · tourists go .to
see the excellent view afforded from
the third story and to enjoy the scenes
which can be viewed from the different platforms. There Is a large theatre,
a restaurant, a cafe, and shops, where
souvenirs nnd post-cards may be purchased on the first platform and each
of the three floors Is reached by means
of an immense elevator. Some estimate
of the monstrosity of this structure
can be had when we learn that the
base covers an area of two and one ..
halt acres. The height Is just over a
thousand feet.
After the four day tour of Paris and
Versallles, we boarded the train for
Nice in beautiful southern France,
which has the same cl!matlc conditions'
as our Florida state. The city of Nice,
with Its great palm trees Is situated on
the blue Mediterranean and ls the
most fashionable and most charming
of southern French cities. Its hotels,
theatres, cafes and wide, promenade
along · the lake are among the finest
of Europe. After ·a tour of Nice, our
party went to Monte Carlo. The drive
by motor-coach to this International
casino was undoubtedly one of the
hlgl\llghts of the entire t1;lp. We now
know what It means to sec a perfectly
blue sky and the Mediterranean meet
and blend Into one without the prover·
blal horizon. There arc high mountains to 'cl!mb and tunnels to pass
through, there were the palatial homes
of the prince of Monaca and the Van·
derbllts, and finally the renouned Monte Carlo Casino itself. The buildings
are extremely decorative and immaculately white and polished. One Is immediately Impressed at the master
touch in the architecture which ls,
however, no finer than the superb In·
terlor decorations and sumptuous fur·
nlshlngs. After visiting here we could
fully realize the fact that Monte Carlo
Is deserving_ of Its lnte~natlonal repute.
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HAMILTON VICTIM
lead by obtaining a touchdown In the
. MIDGETS AND MINIMS
first few minutes of play. The locals
TURN IN VICTORIES
possessed the balJ on their own 40yard line. Pennington then tore loose
for a ll3-yard run and after a first
By Paul Barrett
FOR. SENIOR SODALITY
down. our captain took It over.
The St. Xavier Midgets won their
The winners also acquired a safety
In this quarter. After working the balJ FR. LILLY, S. J,, MODERATOR first game or the season in three
OUTPLAY OPPONENTS
starts Saturday by the score of 2-0.
down ~o Hamilton's 6-yard line Xavier
was held for downs. The U)l!ltaters
By John Brink
One cannot judge the game merely by
THROUGHOUT
then attempted to kick out of danger,
On Monday Oct. 14, lhe first•. meet- the score, for the Midgets outplayed
which was blocked by Selvers. But ing of the Senior Sodallty was held
NEWPORT NEXT: AT
they. recovered and X obtained two In the chapel. Father Liiiy who had the Covington team In every departmore points.
charge of the sodallty last year, ment o[ the game. The first quarter
NEWPORT
Schwalm'• Run Sen~atlonal
is at the head of it again . this term. 1·esulted In a punting dule, neither
The most outstanding and best ex- The main body of the Senior Sodallty team having a great advantage. In
By Bob Koch
ecuted play of the game came Jn the Is made up of students from both the second quarter the Midgets startWith Coach Dan Savage's prize last quarter. Hamilton, with the ball third and fourth year. Fr. Lilly, ad- ed a long march down the field to
backfield tearing through Hamilton's on their own 25-yard line, called dressing the students, gave them the eleven yard line. But Covington
forward wall whenever they felt It Schwalm, captain, around right end. the program which would take place held and being aided by a penalty
necessary, and the line holding the With perfect Interference he eluded at each meeting. First of all a hymn kept the Xavei·ians from scoring.
opponents to only four first downs, the 1)11 line tacklers and was soon on his to the Blessed Virgin wlll be sung.
The. Midgets again played an offen1929 edition of St. Xavier High School's way to a 75-yard run and a touch- Then a short talk by the moderator sive game throughout the third quarter
football volume defeated t:he fast and down. The try fo1· extra point was on some appropriate or timely topic, keeping the ball In their posseslon
shifty Hamilton Catholic team 20-13. successful.
wlll be followed by prayers and an- most of the time and marching steadIn congratulating the winners we other hymn. This year a change In ily down the field but they lacked that
In the scoring column the green and
white boys from up north rated very must mention both line and backfield. the rules will make It a little more well known scoring punch. The Midwell but in the number of first downs It Is tme the backs ran well and difficult to be a member of the Sen- gets obtained the only points of the
and yards gained from scrimmage Xa- smart but the line was always there ior Sodallty. Last year anyone who game late In the third quarter on a
with a big gap· In the opposing de- cared to come or stayed away as he :ouch back.
vier fairly trounced them.
fense. Hamilton's biggest asset was chose. But this year such wlll not be
Fumbles Mar Game
The great amount of fumbling on their fast and fleet backfield men. the case. All the sodallsts from each
Though outweighed by st. Xavier they separate room wlll be grouped togethboth sides was the only drawback to
deserve special mention· for their fine er, and the consultor from that room
the fine football displayed by both
Interference and .their rourageous cap- will take up the absentees at each
~earns.
tain.
·
meeting.
If any member is absent
St. Xavier Hlgh's first Footbali paIn the opening quarter after Xavier
Line-up 'and summary:
more than three times he wlll be ex- rade turned out to be a howling suchad kicked, Hamilton fumbled on the
First
Downs:
cluded
from
cess.
Everyone cooperated to the utthe
sodallty.
This
1•egu28-yard line, Sievers recovering. XaXavier ....................... :........................ 17
lation of course wlll make It a little most of his ability und a "right
vier tried four plays but were held,
Hamilton .......................................... 4
more difficult to belong to the sodal- smart" little caravan proceeded out to
Humllton receiving the ball on the
Jty. The regular meeting day for the the Hamilton Catholic game at Cor23-yard line. Again Xavier recovered Passes:
Xavier
........
Tried,
6;
Completed,
Senior
sodallty wlll continue, as usual, coran field. There were thil'ty or
on a fumble by their adversaries and
Hamilton .... Tried, 2; Completed, o
to be Monday. The election of offlcers forty machines In all and every one of
again they failed to take advantage
).'Jenaltfes:
was held during the previous week. !hem gaily draped with blue and
of the break and were forced to kick
Against Xavier ................ 90 yards
No consultors ;were chosen for the white streamers, pennants, and everyout or' bounds to the 10-yard line.
Against
Hamilton
..............
20
yards
Senior
classes as the other officers thing else that was handy. Mr. McHere Schwalm ran forty yards for
were chosen from this group and the Ginnis was right on deck with plenty
Hamilton's only first down In the first Yards From Scrimmage:
Xavier ...... :....................................... 283
necessity or a consultor was obviated. of crepe paper for those wl10 had
r..-Jf. From here the visitors marched
neglected to procure some before
Hamilton ........................................ 177 . The following are the results:
slowly down the field only to fumble
school. Some thoughtful individual
Xavier
Position
Hamilton
Fourth Yoar
on X's 28-yard line.
Seivers,
L. ~ ............. Rhuleman
First Prefect ................ Johll Brink. even went so far as to pnlnt cheers,
Second-Big Quarter
exhortations, etc., on the rent' windows
Barratt ............ L. T. ........ Ema.waker
Second Prefect ........ Patrick M01•an.
From here the Xavle1• line began Murray ............ L. G. .......... Tiemeyer
Secretary ............ Leonard Schroder. of all the machines in the yard. The
opening wide holes in the strong op- Kennedy ............ C. ...................... Brink
pamde also served another unexpected
Treasurer ............ Joseph Wulftang.
posing forward wall. X made a first Ma"wcll ............ R .. G ................. Fisher
end by furnishing transportation , for
Sacristan .................... August Junlet.
down to their own 43-yard line. Ellert Schoemaker .... R T. ................ Stomp
our band, which returned the favor
Organist ................ Edward Doering.
ran 20 to Hamilton's 37-yard line. 'Gerwe .............. R. E. .................... Hieb
by giving us plenty of lively music
Third Year Consuilors
Then with a pass completed and with Dixon ................ Q. :'3......... Adlesperger
during the game. There was only one
Schneider and Pennington steadily Schneider ........ if. B ..... (CJ Schwalm
3A-Crawford.
particular where improvement . could
gaining, the ball rested on the 4-yard Pennington (CJ F. 3 .... :.............. Lucas
3B-Joseph Steltenpohl.
have been shown. That was, that the
line. Ellert took It over.
3C-Pelzer.
cars did not stick together very well.
Ellert ................ H. j3, ...........~.... Becker
X again scored In this period when,
:lD-Wllliam
liiuck.
Of
course this, would be very· difficult
Substitutions: For Xavier-Flanagan
having the ball on the 50-yard ·line,
3E-Thomas Ertel.
in downtown traffic and considering
for Schoenmker; Grogan for Kennedy;,
Bressle1· rnn 28 yards and lifter two
thnt this wns the first uttempt there
Byrnes for Dixon; Buerger for Flanafirst· downs were added, Pennington
Our team just won't be able to lose is probably some excuse. Next week
gan; Hnuckhauscr for Maxwell. For
took the ball over for the second score.
Hamilton-Wieger for Becker; Schoe- this year If the spirit that existed Fri- however when we play Newport High
The kick failed for the second time.
maker for Hieb; Armhurst for Adles- day is continued. For the first time ac1·oss the river, let us have tllc paHamilton also chalked up 6 points
in years Cincinnati was told that Xa- rade again, and strive to stay right
perger; Brenner for Armhurst.
in this quurter when they blocked the
Touchdowns: Ellert 1, Pennington 2, vier was to play, by the long string behind the cnr ahead. Do;,.'t get out
locals kick on Xavier's 20-yard line
for Xavier; Schwalm nnd Stomp 1 each of machines which formed a parncte of line if It can be helped, and we
with X recovering. The visitors again
to the game. How about going to will have a parade even better than
for Hamilton ...
broke through on the next play and
last week's. Remember, everyone,
Newport that way Friday?
Score. by Periods
1 2 3 4
blocked the kick with Stomp recovert.hnt the next parade will take place
Xavier :........... ,............ .. 0 12 8 0-20
ing for the touchdown.
This Bresslei: boy is sure hat·d to in conection with our next game, on
Hamilton ................... . 0 6 0 7-13
Friday
Oct. 25, at Newport High
X Again Scores
stop. When he makes up his mind
School, Newport, Kentucky.
to go places he usually gets there.
At the opening of the second half
Notes of the Game
Coach Savage's boys took a 12-polnt
The second string -material saw much
action and looked only a shade weaker
than the' starting line-up.

OFFICERS CHOSEN

XBACKS GO T~ROUGH

LET'S DO IT AGAIN

CAFETERIA.

)

VERl,f\N

AT Wilt'

SATURDAY
will

to

~,f\

(her)
happen•
to
be
your
Sister,
and
she
Is
paying
the
CHECK.

To College Men .We,
Need Only Say:

The New DUNLINS
'

Are Here!
. We never have to urge college
. men to come and see a new showing of Dunlin suits by Society
Brand. It is an event they wait
for. Dunlins have the authentic
college style - they come in the
authentic fabrics and colorings.
This season they are not only the
best-looking college suits to be
seen-they're the biggest values!

Two Trousers

DOTY'&
4'29Walnut Street

·-----~--~_,,_,~~ll---·--i---1---4'

Huck was again kept out of the
game on account of a bad ankle received In practice. But he'll be In
there soon; and the sooner, the better
he'll like It.

"Peppier than a forward pass; bracing as an end run;

au.,atantial as a touchdown" . • . • •

that'• the United States Marine Corps
edition of the

ST.

XAVIE~

COLLEGE

ATHLETIC REVIEW

Special Feature By

Charles O'Connor
of.

The Cincinna'.ti-Timea Star

OTHER FEATURES by ADRIAN A. DAUGHERTY,
E. WIRT RUSSELL and EDWARD P. YONDER· HAAR

SPECIAL PICTORIAL SECTION.
All for 25c

.•11-a-am ·-

,Anywhere in the Stadium

. ·----•-•••0<•.,•-n--•••0<•·-------·
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Dixon used fine judgment In every
play he executed keeping calm and
conservative at all tlll!es.

•• in the revue it's

PEP/

Hats off to the band 1 , They sure
sounded great. All In favor of their
return say "aye." The vote Is carried.
We'IJ see more of the band, as well as
hear more of it.
There was a slight shake-up In the
line-up last Friday, Schoemaker being
changed from right end to right tackle
and· Gerwe ~Ing placed on that end.
We play up at Dayt-0n, October 31,
so start asking at home for permtsslon
to go up. We want a strong following
up there and don't forget-no school
the day after, which ts Friday, Nov. 1.
The next game will be with New.port In their back yard next Friday.
Newport has won two r>f its three
games so far defeating Roger Bacon
and Elder. They lo't their initial
game to Hughes High. 'Let's all be
out there Friday.
.Second Straight For Minims
The Minims chalked up t)lelr second
straight victory by defeating Mt.
Adams Bulldogs 7-0. The game was
well played by both teams and they
proved to be very evenly matched. Ari
intercepted pass by Shaw paved the
way for the only score. Shaw intercepted the pass and ran to the five
yard line where he was forced out
of bounds. Burke made three yards
through center and then Shaw carried, It through tackle for the touchdown. A pass was completed for the
extra point. No other score was made
but the game was interesting from
start to finish. Burke who played a
whale of a game at half for the Minims was Injured In the last few minutes of play. Shaw aL•o looked' good
for the Minims.
Catholic Wins Beaux Aris
Scholarship
Joseph Dennis Murphy, "alumnus of
Rockhurst college, Kansas City, Mo.,
now In his third year at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has
been notified by the Beaux Arts Institute of Design of P"rls, th"t he has
won the prize for the best design by
an American. The award carries with
It, besides a splendid cash award, the
opportunity of three years' study In
Europe. Mr. Murphy's winning design
was "a Monument of the Spirit of the
West.'; Joseph Murphy Is 22 years of
age and . the eldest of six children,

I.

• • •

1n a c·igarette it's
'TRUE MERIT IS LIKE A RIVER; tho
deeper it is, the less noise it makes."
There is nothing sensational about Chesterfields; good tobaccos, blended and cross-blended,
the standard Chesterfield. method, to taste just
right. But-haven'tyou noticed how smokers are
~aoging to Chesterfield, for that very reason-

.. TASTE above evergthing "

MILD ••• •nd yet

THEY SATISFY

hesterfield

FINE TURKISH end DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CR05:..-8LENDED

O 1929, LrnonT & ?dYEH Toucca Co.

'.
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TOPICS OF INTEREST SEEN·
THROUGH THE EYES'-OF ST.
XAVIER COLLEGE STUDENTS
College Essays .

It. The distinction between the last
two groups, ls Indistinct, at least after
reading the essay I can't fathom it.
Mr. Llpschutz's essay shows a professlonal finish and self-assurrance though
the latter quality ls altogether too evldent to the author's consciousness.
The young lady's essay Is of much
simpler stuff but her story Is more Int~resting. She took her high school
course by correspondence and earned
her way through college. The courses
she liked were philosophy under Mr.
Albin c. Bro, Bible study under Dr.
E: E. Speicher and advanced composl'tion under Mr. N. B. Dexter. Her alma
mater Is Northland College, Northland,
.Wis. The essay ls well written but
somewhat Immature and slightly tinged
either sentimentality or femlnlty-I
don't know which.
------

By John H. Cook
Last Spring H. L. Mencken offered
two prizes of five hundred dollars each
for the best essays submitted to him
on the subject, "What College Meant
To Me." The contest was restricted to
those who graduated in June, 1929. The
prize winning papers appear In the october Issue of The American Mercury.
Mr. Mencken devotes ·his editorial to
the essay!' submitted. He says that
t'1e general standard of literary merit
was passable but not exceptional. The
majorlty of writers dlslll<ed most, of
1
their teachers "and sought to dlfferenlate sharply between 11 small body of
sheep and ·n large body of goats." Most
of the essayists likewise scomed the
student body and, perhaps, rightfully
so. The consensus of opinion seemed
to be that college was not all tbat had
been expected. Mr. Mencken also notes
' that few of the entrnnts were embarBy Aloysius Keinme
rassed by modesty and "most of them
Mon Juen Is an old Chinese musidiscussed the subject with surprising cian and instrument maker who lives
objectivity." He says that one brand- In San Francisco's Chinatown. He lives
new Ph. B. from a Western Catholic In a single room below the level of the
College (most probably Creighton since street, nnd in this squalid hole he
an essay came from there). stated that cats, sleeps and plies his trade.
he was now a ubachellor" not a bachPlacid, Inscrutable, like some anelor and repeated this •ingenious but
cient Buddha, he squats among his in, not too lnnccurnte spelling several times
In the course of his essay. However struments, a shabby black screen, cmH. L. Is kind enough to soften his broldered with gold dragons and birds
criticism by saying that the "Romlsh at his back. He looks like part of the
bnchellor could put what he had to say 1 screen himself with his yellow parchlnto clear and Pregnant phraseology." ment-llke face and long black queue.
As for the winning essays them- A dusty black robe completely enselves Mr. Llpshutz's was far superior velopes his ample figure. Quecr-lookto Miss Brossow's. The former divides Ing Instruments of his own design
the student body Into four groups; crowd the dusky room,· mumlnnted by
the Social group; the Wicked group, the ·feeble light of a single gas jet.
who never tired Of prating about their String Instruments (VlOlln and zither
adolescent vices; the Serious students I type), flutes, reeds, bells and gongs
who were not social about It nnd the hang from the celling, decorate the
Serious students who were social about dirty walls and lie on n long narrow
table before him.
He seems almost sinister in his complete detachment, his superb Indifference to everything that is passing on.
Now he stretches out n withered
hand with a tlmmb-nall like a long,
curved talon, and draws toward him
one of the lnstrmnents from which he
proceeds to draw weird, metallic sounds.
His eyes take on a glow of human
Interest, ;his face looks less like an
expressionless mask, his fingers caress
the wire strings. We do not fear him
now. He Is just another human being
for whom we fc_el a strange sympathy.

Mon Juen

I

I

ographlcal venture and compares very
favorably with his Marlborough. It
deals with the struggles of the Stuarts.
Outstanding among · the fiction Is
Power of the Dog or, ·as It ls-called In
America, The Field of .Honor by the
late ·Don Byrne. It Is a fast moving
story of the days of the Iron Duke and
the Great Corsican. Gogal's Taras
Bulba Is another pre-war historical
novel. It <;teals with the, striking adventures of the Cossacks. Old Pybus
by Deeplng Is slightly similar to the
famous Le Pere Gorlot. Joseph and
His Breathern by Freeman Is a delightful little story of English farm
life. According to Miss Balfour, niece
of the Earl of Balfour, who visited the
library several days ago It' presents a
highly Interesting story that Is, at the
same time, remarkably true to 'life In
the rura 1 districts of England.
In the poetry section, Carbery's Four
Winds of Erin ls perhaps the best.
The former Miss MncMnnus of Donegal In the North West of Ireland has
produced an unusually fine group of
poems dealing with old Irish folklore.
Other acquisitions are: The Al:an Islands by Synge, a book of description
and travel which contains in anecdote
many of the Incidents he Inter elaborated Into his famous plays. Pearse,
Complete Works, Robinson, Lenox
Plays, H~1ll, Poem Book of Gael.

Arma Limitation
By Albert Worst
Though these attempts at arms limitation succeed, what permanent benefit will they bring to the world? What
lasting effect will accrue from all such
ualtruistic" . endeavors?
There are
great hopes, indeed, In some quarters
that partial disarmament will make
nations less liable to go to war. This
hope Is ·to a degree well founded. But
will It i·enlly prevent war?
.
Disarmament does not tend to make
war Impossible. It merely retards the
production of huge wnr machines. In
consequence, nations will turn to the
development of smallet• machines; but
will these be less effective? That Is
a question that the recent arms conferences have not taken Into consideration. Take the case of Germany and
see how efficacious the restrictions
placed on her have proved. She was
llmltetl, as a result of the Great War,
In the size of her capital ships. But
this limitation has not prevented her
from lnnnchlng the most powerful war
vessel afloat today, And may we not
expect the same action on the part of
every nation that binds itself by treaty
to the policy of arms restriction? Disarmament will merely turn war-like
preparations Into a different channel,
but one, at the same time, just as
effective, In the final analysis.
The real fallacy of disarmament lies
In its trust of the honor of nations.
And that honor ls n very Insecure thing
to rely on. In times of peace, It is
all very well to proclaim n zeal for the
interests of other nations. But when
strife reigl)S, former oaths and promises are forgotten. Treaties are then,
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Succotash
and

Dessert

.Well, you have completed your perusal of my Initial effort. If you come
to the conclusion that the above Is not
By Jam~s Shay .
so "whatho" as paragraphs run your
Readers of this column need not ex- taste ·Isn't any better than mine. I
pect news scoops nor brilliant editorial don't think so' much of. It either, so
criticism. I aim to present campus there!
life, not from practical angles! but
from obtuse angles, If you. get what I
PRESENTED TO HOOVER
mean._ In fulfilling my purpose I shall
Last night St. Xavier's two football
necessarily be forced to ramble somewhat In my choice of topics. Thus the captains, Frank O'Bryan ·and Hal
Stotsberry,
were presented to ·President
same column may contain paragraphs
widely different In nature but In so and Mrs. Hoover In the presldentlnl
doing I am merely consistent with the suite at the Hotel Gibson. In the
title. And fur~hermore when reading course of an informal conversation
this column keep the following consid- lasting some time, the president said
eration~ before you: _1. Your corres- that the football prowess of the Muspondent is a, Tyro. 2. The poor boy lrnteers was well known In Washington
tries to plense, even though you'd and he earnestly hoped that the two
never think it. 3. Columns such as captains would be able to lead the
team to the n10st successful season in
this are difficult to write anyhow.
the school's history. He further stated
Saturday seems to be endowed with that he was genuinely sorry that official
duties would not permit his being
the peculiar property of raising an undergraduate's spirits. And if· Yours present nt the Marine game but that
Truly Is still the same bright little he would watch the papers closely for
wen he was in grammar school, foot- the result.

"Stadium" .SU.its
WITH TWO TROUSERS

~ahl!!!JaDtl@JteW@
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ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES,
TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY FOR
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE INTHE UNITED STATES

~

..·
Suits 9 40 1 5 45 1

In the basement of the Union House,
where tile bowling alleys nrc situated,
Is an entrance looking out on Corcoran
Field. The wood floor around the
doorway is worn and battered. The
wood Is stringy and a shallow cavity
!ms been made in the floor. This state
of affairs Is due to the years of exposure to the cleated feet of St. Xavier
football teams. For those who do not
remember or who never knew, the
teams, up to three years ago had their
dressing rooms In this basement. Many
a good man On the football sense of
the 'word) helped to wear down that
floor.
Fellows like Rapp, Marnell,

r--------------..
INTRA-QUARTER TESTS

•50

Overcoats

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE

ball Is the answer. A fellow going to
bed Friday night, sore at the world,
rises Saturday In the role of everybody's friend. And as time goes by
his morale increases. By noon he has
an Irremovable feeling of ·good-fellowship which lasts until after the game.
If you don't believe in the efficacy of
football games to cheer the weary
make the experiment yourself and be
convinced.

Friday, October 25
In The Library
8:30 Senior MnsS-Obllgatory
10: 10 Journalism II
Louis G. Boeh
11 :OO Current History I, D
An interview with Miss Sylvia
Debating I
Lalthwalte, librarian disclosed the fact
12:30 Debating I
that a shipment of very Interesting
Saturday, October 26
books has just arrived. In biography
9: 00 Biology III
the two cby Schallt nnd Ilammerton c•scraps of paper", and nothing more.
Chemistry IV
merit particular mention. Galsworthy suppose that submarines are scrapped,
Monday, October 28
has stated that the Schallt book Is the poisonous gases outlawed, other steps
8:30 Freshman Mass-obligatory
best that has been written about him. in the same direction made. wm the
9:20 Religion III
The life of Barrie by Hnmmerton is a treaty prevent n nation with her back 1
Public Speaki11g I D
very exhaustive account that Is made to the wall from making use of all the
12:30 Public Speaking I A-B
doubly attractive by a large list of proscribed methods of warfare? Look
Solid Geometry
really superb Illustrations. Bonnie to the past, and let the question be
Tuesday, October 29
Prince Charlie Is Chldsey's latest bl- answered in the light of the past.
8:30 Sophomore Mass-obligatory
9:20 Religion II A-B
Religion II C-D
Religion II E
10:10 Economics I
11:00 Mathematics I B
12:30 German III-IV
French III-IV
Spanish III-IV
History I A-B
Greek II
Wednesday, October 30
8:30 Chapel Assembly-Obligatory
on all
· 9:20 Cosmology
Public Speaking II A-B
Business Mathematics I C
10:10 Latin III-IV
Senior Latin
Special Latin II
Public Speaking II C-D
Biology I Lecture
Chemistry III Lecture
11: 00 Special Greek I
Pre-Medic Philosophy
2: 10 Chemistry II Lecture
Thnriiday, October 31
8:30 Junior MasS-Obllgatory
Ethics
English II A-B
English II C-D
Religion I A-B
Religion I C
Religion ID
Biology II Lecture
Chemistry I E Lecture
9:20 Religion IV
Logic
Mathematics II
Latin I A-B
Special Latin I
Public Speaking
Accounting II
Religion IE
10: 10 current History
Mathematics III
Physics Lecture I A-B
Chemistry I Lecture
Chemistry I 0-D
11: oo· English IV
English III
Special Greek II-I A
Accounting II
Mathematics I D-E
Accounting J
12:30 History II
Economics II
History Philosophy
Journalism I
Special German I
From every angle 1- the young man's suit'. . . . in
Special · French I
English I A-B
clean-cut style and pattern richness. A thrift propEnglish I D-E-F
osition, too, for the extra trousers double the wear.
1: 20 Trigonometry
Accounting
III
Some·-ciay. you'll h~ve a "Stadium" why not toFrench II
morrow?
Germari I(
Spanish II
MEN'S .STORE - SECOND FLOOR
EngllSh·'I C
·Inter Collegiate Latin II
Special Latin III-II B
2:00 German I
French I
'~panlsh I
3:00 Special French II
N. B. Students ha vlng conftlcts
will turn names Into. Registrar by
A GOOD STORE
Friday, Octob~r. 25. All conftlcts
wlll be taken at 3:00 .P. M. Thursday, October 31.

In Mahley's
Men's St~re

Cushing, Davis, Ferguson, Beatty and
Hellenthal have crossed 'It tlnie and
time again. That worn floor ought to
be sympollcal of something but I can't
_decide what. Anyway It ought to make
us remember that In the past as well as
now they played real football at St.
Xavier.

Qihai+tet ~ouzt
OF CINCINNATI
The character of the suits and
·overcoats tailored by Charter House
will earn your most sincere liking.

J. ALBERT JONES

PHOTOGRAPHER
Photographs for School Annuals
and Students we supply at most
moderate prices.
.... .. .. ..
429 Race Street, Cincinnati, o.
Phone, Main 1019
1
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'
long ago

Most Colleges·
''went

Sheaffer''

Like athletic leadership, sales leadership comes
only with merit. Sheaffer leads in actual sales at
73 of the 119 foremost American universities and
colleses*. To know why, just write with one at
your Sheaffer dealer's. You'll be told that Sheaffer's
0
Lifetime is suaranteed for the rest of your life .••
asainst everythins except loss. See the modern.desisn'
of the Balanced Lifetime 0 , and experience its restful
"feel". That's why it takes notes so swiftly in class and
races throush long themes without tirins the hand. Once
you've used Sheaffer's Lifetime 0 pens and pencils, you'll
never be satisfied with any.others!
•This was proved by a disinterested organization whose sole purpose wClS to find
the real pen leader, Documents coverin& this survey IU'e 11v11ilable to anyone.
All fountain pcmi are iunrnnteed aiainst defects, but Sheall'er'a
Lifetime 0 is &uaranteed unconditionally for your life, and other
Sheafl'er products are forever Auaranteed e~ainst defect in material~ a~d workmanship. Green and black Liretime0 pens, $8.75;
Ladies, $7.50 and $8.25. Black and Pelll'l De Luxe, $10.00; Wiea',
·
$8.50 and $9~0. Pencils, $5.00. Others l1>wer,
At better stores cwerywhere

S!!:~~f..E.~.R:S
W. A. SHEAFFER PE.N COMPANY • FORT MADISON, IOWA, U, s. A.
o.... u.s.rat.otr,
@w.-..e.•.c...lllt

Headquarters
For

Sheaf(er Pens
and Pencils
ENGRAVING FREE

G'IBSO·N & PERIN
.121 W. Fourth St.
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